
 An     overview     of     my     project     -     Ball     Or     Nothing 
 (Noah     Hill) 

 Part     1     -  The     inspiration/motivation     for     doing     my     project: 

 I     was     first     inspired     even     to     create     such     a     project     when,     first     of     all,     my     Mum 
 suggested     that     it     would     be     useful     if     there     was     a     device     that     was     designed     to     help 
 people     find     lost     sports     balls.     I     thought     this     was     a     great     idea,     which     brings     me     onto 
 my     second     point     of     being     annoyed     at     the     amount     of     sports     balls     I     had     lost,     and     how 
 much     it     was     costing     me.     That     is     when     I     decided     to     officially     opt     for     that     to     be     my     BT 
 Young     Scientist     idea     and     actually     create     it     as     a     practical     project.     Before     that, 
 however,     I     received     an     email     from     Ms.     Jameson     suggesting     that     I     enter     the 
 competition.     After     some     discussion,     I     decided     that     it     would     be     a     fun     thing     to     do,     and 
 especially     so     because     I     love     Science     and     Maths.     This     seemed     like     a     win-win 
 situation,     as     I     would     get     to     create     a     project     that     I     am     passionate     about,     while     also 
 getting     to     enter     a     national     competition,     which     gave     me     a     motive     and     something     to 
 work     towards     during     this     pandemic. 

 Part     2     -  The     challenging     aspects     of     my     project: 

 With     every     project     comes     challenges,     and     mine     was     no     exception.     I     encountered     a 
 few     minor     problems     while     working     on     my     project.     At     first,     people     were     criticising 
 my     idea     and     telling     me     that     it     wouldn’t     work.     However,     they     did     not     know     the 
 science     behind     things     such     as     deformity,     arduinos     and     coding.     I     wanted     to     prove 
 them     wrong. 

 Secondly,     I     will     get     into     some     technical     problems     I     came     across     while     making     this 
 project.     When     I     was     testing     the     range     of     the     device,     which     is     a     sliotar     with     a 
 receiver     inside     (with     room     to     allow     for     deformity)     and     a     key     fob     with     a     transmitter 
 inside     that     communicate     to     set     the     buzzer     inside     the     sliotar     off,     they     had     built-in 
 antennas     that     were     made     of     copper     and     were     small     and     coiled     that     could     barely 
 communicate     with     each     other.     I     had     to     hold     them     close     beside     each     other     in     order 
 for     them     to     communicate.     Obviously     this     was     not     practical,     so     I     came     up     with     the 
 idea     to     construct     two     antennas,     one     for     the     transmitter     and     one     for     the     receiver,     to 
 attach     to     both     devices     in     order     to     increase     their     range     of     transmission.     So     then     I 



 received     a     link     from     my     BT     Young     Scientist     teacher,     Ms.     Roache     on     how     to     build     a 
 coiled     antenna.     I     made     the     coiled     antenna     at     home,     and     then     Ms.     Roache     said     she 
 found     a     better     link     to     making     an     antenna     that     was     straight     and     was     the     same     length 
 as     the     coiled     one,     whose     coils     made     up     17.3cm.     I     was     unsure     whether     the     two 
 would     communicate,     and     was     delighted     to     find     out     that     they     did.     They     are     now 
 capable     of     transmitting     and     receiving     up     to     8m     away. 

 As     well     as     that,     I     was     doubtful     that     the     components     would     not     be     significantly 
 damaged     in     the     sliotar     when     struck     by     a     hurl.     I     came     up     with     quite     a     simple     solution 
 for     this     problem,     which     was     to     leave     excess     space     around     the     housing     of     the 
 components,     to     allow     for     deformity     when     being     struck.     I     cut     a     void     that     was     in     the 
 shape     of     the     components,     and     placed     them     in.     There     was     extra     room     to     allow     for 
 deformity     in     this     void,     which     was     also     slightly     tighter     around     the     battery     pack     to 
 keep     it     constantly     powered     on. 

 This     brings     me     to     my     next     difficulty,     which     is     the     fact     that     the     three     coin     cell 
 batteries     that     I     used     had     a     combined     voltage     of     9V,     which     is     obviously     only     a     finite 
 amount     of     power     and     will     eventually     run     out.     My     solution     for     this     problem     was     to, 
 (although     I     haven’t     yet     added     this     to     my     project)     explore     options     of     inductive 
 charging     or     rechargeable     batteries. 

 Part     3     -  The     rewards     and     overall     experiences     of     doing  this     project: 

 This     was     quite     a     rewarding     project     to     participate     in     and     was     such     a     great 
 experience     for     me.     I     learned     how     to     code,     which     I     was     always     interested     in     and     I 
 learned     a     lot     about     the     individual     components     such     as     arduinos,     buzzers     and     radio 
 frequency     transmitter     and     receiver     modules,     while     I     was     doing     this     project. 

 I     learned     many     valuable     skills     and     pieces     of     information     that     I     will     not     forget.     It     was 
 a     very     enjoyable     experience,     from     when     I     was     testing     the     Arduino     Mega     2560s 
 (before     transferring     the     receiver     onto     a     n     Arduino     Nano)     and     getting     the     active 
 buzzer     to     buzz     (the     same     one     that     I     used     for     my     actual     project),     to     my     finishing 
 stages,     where     my     device     in     inside     the     sliotar     with     the     void     in     it     and     the     components 
 inside     and     the     antennas     for     the     RF     modules     have     been     tested. 



 Overall,     even     though     I     encountered     a     few     problems     along     the     way     of     my     BT     Young 
 Scientist     journey,     it     has     been     a     very     worthwhile,     interesting,     fun     project,     also     being 
 one     that     I’ll     never     forget. 


